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Pro-Watch® AP Identity
Management Solution

Airport Security Solutions

Honeywell Pro-Watch AP IDMS
Pro-Watch® AP has been the trusted Identity Management Solution (IDMS)
for controlling Airport personnel for over 25 years. Although Honeywell has
been protecting airports for a long time, the software to track identities and
protect airports has significantly evolved over the years to what it is today. The
Honeywell Pro-Watch AP IDMS manages each applicant’s status real time,
from authentication and authorization, all the way to provisioning badges
for access in the physical access control/security system. And Pro-Watch
AP is an open platform so it doesn’t only work with Honeywell products, it
can work with virtually any access control or other computer-based system
for a fully integrated Identity Management and Security system.

Airport Personnel Control
Airports have one of the most difficult challenges in managing the credentials, verifying people’s true
Identity and checking their backgrounds. Some airports have hundreds of different contract workers
under different companies and they all need to be verified and managed according to the different
transportation authorities such as the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) or Canadian
Air Transport Security Authority (CATSA). With Pro-Watch® AP, we give you serious protection that
integrates into a total security solution and maximizes your investment.

BENEFITS
Productivity

Security

Airports often operate their different systems

If every airport were built to the exact same

in silos. Honeywell’s Pro-Watch AP solves

specification, then the same security solution

that problem with a supervisory management

could be used in all of them. But each airport is

software that connects them all together

unique in its design and the way they process

and automates the manual processes. This

applications for credentials. The Pro-Watch

increases the productivity of personnel so that

Airport Pak is a complete security management

they may keep badging lines down to a minimum.

system designed, specifically for the unique

The automated data transfers help to greatly

needs of airports. We have collected valuable

reduce human error and eliminate the need for

data from our airport customers about their

duplicate entries.

requirements to provide a complete security
system that acts both as a deterrent and a

Compliance
Airport security compliance is ever evolving.
Honeywell stays on top of the different
regulations and updates our software
accordingly to help keep our customers in

means for a quick response. PWAP tracks
applications and approvals throughout the
Badge provisioning process to improve the time
it takes to verify identities and create badges.

compliance. Issuing and verifying badges and

Cost Savings

credentials is a key security component at any

Pro-Watch Airport Pak is a proven system used

airport, and the need to comply with Homeland

by many of our nation’s largest airports and

Security Directives and the TSA adds to the

around the world. Many third party integrations

challenge. Honeywell offers a best-in-class

have already been built, reducing complications

aviation IDMS security management solution

and increasing the speed to which the system

that helps you enforce compliance with

can be installed and working. Because the

Certification Management and Compliance

Honeywell Identity Management solution is 80%

Reports that make audits a breeze. Keeping up

off the shelf and 20% custom, you’ll enjoy lower

with the ever-changing security legislation and

installation costs and more importantly, lower

resulting mandates is a full time job in itself–one

on-going operating costs for support.

that Honeywell is committed to helping you
with. Staying on top of mandates that affect
your airport is part of our total security solution
commitment to give you peace of mind.
Count On Honeywell
Honeywell is a security
leader in a wide
range of facilities and
operations, including:
• Airport/Seaport
• Education
• Finance/Banking
• Gaming

Learn More About Honeywell’s Airport Security Solutions

• Government

The sooner you act, the sooner you can streamline your security operations

• Life Sciences

with Honeywell’s solutions. Visit www.honeywellintegrated.com.

• Mobile
• Retail
• Utilities

For more information
www.security.honeywell.com/uk
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